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Notes of Meeting G09 

LOCATION : MEMORIAL HALL DATE : JUNE 28 2021 

PRESENT : Ian Bailey [IB], Lynda Bull [LB], Rob Bull [RB], Sue Cavilla [SC], Alan Hickmott [AH], 
Kate Hickmott [KH], Mike Inkson [MI], Win Inkson [WI]; Peter Lamont [PL], Gina 
Sanderson [GS], Keith Studor [KS], Norma Turner [NT];  [Apologies from ML] 

 
OBJECTIVE : Final meeting of the whole volunteer group and focusing on surveys and 'Workshop'..

 
Item Notes Action 

1.0 
 
1.1 

NoM's G08 
 
It was agreed that the notes of meeting put out correctly reflected 
the discussions on 25 May. 

 

2.0 
 
2.1 

Volunteer Group 
 
LB reported that expenditure was broadly in line with expectations.  
LB and MI will finalise a report to be attached to these NoM's 

 
 
LB & MI asap 

2.2 AH and PL volunteered to be non-executive members of the 
steering group.  KH will sub for AH when necessary. 
 
MI explained his view of the role of non-executives : acting as 
monitors of the executives providing sanity checks – weather 
anchors if you like. 
 
In future, meetings will generally be by sub-groups. 

 

2.3 MI had tried but failed to contact young Ben ??? from the Clock 
House so will have to try again. 
 
The event next weekend will hopefully be a good recruiting ground – 
particularly looking for younger people and non-resident workers.   

 
MI soon 
 
All 

3.0 
 
3.1 

Communications 
 
KH reported on facebook which seems to be working well and is 
very active.  She has also been sharing across other pages such as 
the school page. 
 
It was agreed that there should be a future posting explaining  
where the funding is coming from. 

 

3.2 The new version on the website is now active.  It was generally felt 
that it would be good if the left hand pane sliding menu was closed 
when people landed with a small screen, 

 
 
AH to change 

3.3 LB still felt that nextdoor was poor compared to facebook.  It was 
agreed that LB would get copies of what was posted on fb. 

 
MI to follow. 

3.4 MI confirmed that he had posted to Rye News / Parish Magazine.  

3.5 The banner is now up.  
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4.0 
 
4.1 

Surveys 
 
The business survey is ready.  MI had previously circulated a flyer 
for it [which is online only].  This was accepted and it was agreed 
that the survey link should be posted on social media too. 

 
 
 
 
MI, KH this week 

4.2 There has been some feedback, mainly because people still don't 
understand.  A social media campaign to correct that is under way. 

 

4.3 The meeting thought that a preliminary review of results could start 
from say Monday July 12.  How that is best done wil depend on the 
ratio of online to hard copy returns.  Surveys will stay open in the 
meantime. 

 
Steering Group to 
discuss w/c  
Jul 12 

5.0 
 
5.1 

July Event / Open Day 
 
It was agreed that there could not be any catering due to covid.  The 
idea of a comment book was rejected for the same reason but we 
can note FAQ's and publish the same retrospectively.  

 

5.2 The Introduction to NDP's board is already accepted.  MI explained 
the one-board display for Peasmarsh Yesterday which was also 
accepted. 

 

5.3 GS described two boards for 'Peasmarsh Today' : one asking how 
well people know their parish [mainly statistics] and one describing 
what Rother thinks the village is.  She had sent two PowerPoints to 
MI but he had not been able to review them before the meeting. 
 
GS is not yet in need of volunteers but will call for them in time. 

 

5.4 IB outlined his thinking for an Environment board which would 
naturally between Peasmarsh Today and Peasmarsh Tomorrow.  
MI will add a header to the printing requirements. 

 
 
MI 

5.5 KS outlined his thinking for Peasmarsh Tomorrow.  There will be 
one main board and then a second board plus table for whatever 
the school produces.  His A2 map was discussed and IB agreed to 
have a first go at what is required.  If not, MI will have a go. 

 
 
IB 

5.6 Attendance was discussed.  There are no changes to availability.  It 
was agreed that MI would populate the sheet previously circulated 
and then adjustments can be made from there. 
 
The meeting discussed the possibility of using Friday evening to do 
most set-up.  MI will check if this is possible. 

 
 
 
 
 
MI asap 

6.0 
 
6.1 

AOB and Next Meeting 
 
GS noted that Huw Merriman is offering to talk to groups this 
summer on the constituency housing needs. 

 
 
 
Noted 

6.2 There being no other AOB, the timing of next meetings was 
discussed which will be by sub-group.  No dates were set. 

 

 


